
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Advanced Core Concepts Announces Major Rebranding as ARCTOS 

Advanced Core Concepts (ACC), which combined with ARMA Aviation (ARMA) and Universal 

Technology Company (UTC) in 2019, will now be known as ARCTOS 

 

Tampa, FL (July 8, 2020) – Advanced Core Concepts, a leading provider of full life cycle system support 

to defense, space, and intelligence markets, has announced a major rebranding as ARCTOS. ACC combined 

with premier firms ARMA and UTC in 2019 to create a unique enterprise capable of providing a wide range 

of technical solutions to help its diverse client base achieve mission success. The combined company is 

now ARCTOS. 

Trase Travers, ARCTOS CEO, comments: “The adoption of the ARCTOS name is an important step in the 

integration of the overall enterprise and provides a rallying point for the development of a unified culture 

of excellence. ARCTOS reflects the strength of a complete life cycle solution provider with the agility of 

motivated and integrated teams adopting and achieving the missions of our customers. We are proud of the 

contributions we are making to our nation’s most significant challenges and are excited for the future as we 

embark on ever-greater missions under the ARCTOS banner.” 

The rebranding includes a new ARCTOS website, logos, graphics, and color scheme to represent the 

company’s all-in approach to providing technical solutions to customers. The new brand also symbolizes 

the company’s full life cycle service offerings as the result of combining uniquely talented firms into a 

single company last year. ARCTOS has capabilities ranging from engineering and design, to cybersecurity 

and software development, to sustainment and logistics. ARCTOS is headquartered in Tampa, Florida with 

additional major operating locations in Albuquerque (NM), Colorado Springs (CO), Dayton (OH), 

Huntsville (AL), Los Angeles (CA), and Warner Robins (GA). ARCTOS employees are also stationed at 

other strategic locations across the United States and OCONUS.  

About ARCTOS™ 

ARCTOS is a new name, but the enterprise is not new to the industry with business segments possessing 

over 58 years of continuous support to the defense industry. ARCTOS provides a wide range of technical 

solutions for the defense, space, and intelligence markets. If it has anything to do with aerospace, 

cyberspace, or space systems, we design it and keep it going. This means everything from fighter jets and 

rockets to simulations and cybersecurity software. When it comes to complex, high-stakes missions, our 

all-in approach makes all the difference. It means our customers get more breadth, more know-how, and 

more accountability on every project. That’s why the U.S. Army, U.S. Air Force, NASA, and other 

government entities, all turn to us. It’s also why private sector companies choose to partner with us. 

ARCTOS. All In.™ 

For more information, please visit www.arctos-us.com. 

Please direct company-related inquiries to Bill Gow, chief of staff of ARCTOS, at bill.gow@arctos-us.com.  

http://www.arctos-us.com/

